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Abstract—The test set size is a highly important factor in the
post-production test of circuits. A high pattern count in the test
set leads to long test application time and exorbitant test costs.
We propose a new test generation approach which has the ability
to reduce the test set size significantly. In contrast to previous
SAT-based ATPG techniques which were focused on dealing with
hard single faults, the proposed approach employs the robustness
of SAT-solvers to primarily push test compaction. Furthermore,
a concept is introduced how the novel technique can be flexibly
integrated into an existing industrial flow to reduce the pattern
count. Experimental results on large industrial circuits show that
the approach is able to reduce the pattern count of up to 63%
compared to state-of-the-art dynamic compaction techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The test set size is of high importance for the postproduction test of circuits. Due to the limited storage capacities
of automatic test equipment and long test application time, a
high pattern count signifies high test costs. According to the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
[1], the test data volume will increase significantly in the next
years. This development is caused by an increasing complexity
of the applied faults models as well as a growing demand
for higher test quality. Despite significant advances of test
compression approaches [2], it is highly important to improve
the compaction of traditional scan patterns.
In order to achieve highly compacted test sets, each test
pattern has to detect as many faults as possible. Compaction
methods can roughly be classified in two different categories:
static compaction and dynamic compaction. Static compaction
techniques are applied to already generated tests. Here, several
patterns are merged into one test pattern by utilizing unspecified bits [3].
Dynamic compaction methods [3]–[5] are more effective
but also computationally more intensive. These methods are
integrated into the Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG)
process. The unspecified bits of a generated test cube are
used to detect additional faults. Here, the previously generated
test (cube) is given as constraint to the ATPG algorithm
which then tries to generate a test for both faults. By this,
the search space is incrementally restricted and the ATPG
algorithm may not be able to generate a common test for
the targeted set of faults although there exists one. In spite
of this limitation, effective techniques and heuristics were

developed based on this principle, e.g. [6]–[8]. Today dynamic
compaction methods are well established in the industrial
practice.
The approaches presented in [9], [10] introduced an additional compaction concept called Multiple Target Test Generation (MTTG). The main idea is to target multiple faults
simultaneously to generate a test. This is done by multiple path
sensitization using a structural ATPG algorithm, i.e. PODEM
[11] or FAN [12]. The procedure will find one test which
detects these faults if such a common test exists. However,
the proposed methods are computationally highly intensive and
not applicable to large circuits as reported in [5]. Therefore, the
approach in [10] is only applied to replace existing tests in a
post-generation phase while the method in [9] uses a simplified
problem description to cope with the high complexity of
MTTG.
In this paper, we present a new approach based on the
multiple target principle. In contrast to the previous methods,
the novel method is based on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT)
and such can benefit from the recent advances in this area.
Recently, SAT-based ATPG [13], [14] has been attracted much
attention as a robust complement to classical structural ATPG
providing a significantly increased fault coverage for industrial
circuits [15]. In particular, SAT-based algorithms perform very
well on hard problems due to their inherent learning features.
This motivates the use of SAT for MTTG since it is a
computationally very hard problem and previous approaches
had problems to cope with the complexity of MTTG. In
particular, the following contributions are introduced:
• New MTTG SAT formulation – It is shown how the
MTTG problem can be formulated as a SAT problem.
The new SAT formulation leverages the fact that parts of
the circuit can be shared for multiple faults and learned
information which boosts the search and can be used for
all targeted faults.
• Integration into dynamic compaction flow – Besides the
SAT formulation for MTTG, we present a method how
to flexibly integrate SAT-based MTTG into an existing
dynamic compaction flow that it can be easily used in
industrial practice. As a result of the integration, the
approach is able to produce test sets with a significantly
reduced pattern count for stuck-at as well as transition

faults.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses preliminaries. In particular, a short introduction
to dynamic compaction and SAT-based ATPG is presented.
Section III shows how MTTG is formulated as a SAT problem
and Section IV describes how SAT-based MTTG can be
effectively integrated into a dynamic compaction flow. Experimental results on large circuits which show the applicability
in an industrial flow are presented in Section V. Section VI
concludes this paper.
II. P RELIMINARIES
Section II-A introduces the applied dynamic compaction
flow. A brief introduction to SAT-based ATPG is given in
Section II-B.
A. Dynamic Compaction
In contrast to static compaction techniques which operate
on previously generated test patterns, dynamic compaction
methods are integrated into the ATPG process. The main idea
is that bits in the test which are left unspecified by the ATPG,
i.e. assigned with the don’t care value X, are used for detecting
other faults as well.
Algorithm 1 Dynamic Compaction Flow
FaultList FPrim = AllUndetectedFaults();
TestSet T = ∅;
while Fprim 6= ∅ do
Fault fprim = PopFault(FPrim );
Test t = DoATPG(fprim );
if t == ∅ then
continue;
end if
FaultList FAdd = AllUndetectedFaults();
while FAdd 6= ∅ do
Fault fadd = PopFault(Fadd );
t = DoATPG(fadd , t);
end while
T = T ∪ t;
end while
return T ;
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of a dynamic compaction procedure. First, some undetected primary target fault
fprim is chosen from the fault list and a test is generated for
fprim . If a test is found, then the procedure loops over all
yet undetected faults and calls the ATPG with the previously
computed test assignments as constraints. In other words, the
ATPG can only assign the remaining unspecified inputs to
generate a test for the additional target fault fadd .
This incremental limitation of the search space might
prevent finding a test for fadd . On the other side, this is
advantageous for traditional ATPG algorithms since they do
not perform well on hard reasoning problems. In contrast,
SAT-based ATPG algorithms behave very robust on such
problems. Previous publications on SAT-based ATPG mainly
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focused on dealing with hard single-fault problems. In this
paper, we firstly employ the robustness of SAT to push test
pattern compaction. The following example clarifies the issue
discussed above.
Consider the example given in Figure 1, where the stuckat-0 (sa0) fault at output e is assumed to be the primary target
fault fprim and an sa0 fault at the input a is an additional target
fault fadd . If the ATPG computes a test for fprim , where input
b is assigned to ’1’, then there exists no additional assignment
which would allow the detection of fadd since any test to detect
fadd would require the assignment b = 0. The proposed SATbased technique allows to concurrently generate a common
test for fprim and fadd . If such a test would not exist, then
the SAT solver would indicate that the problem instance is
unsatisfiable. In other words, if a common test for a set of
faults exists, then it is guaranteed that the proposed algorithm
will find it. In contrast to that traditional dynamic compaction
approaches do not assure the successful compaction of these
faults. The successful compaction of the same set of faults
depends on several parameters such as ATPG-internal decision
heuristics or the ordering of the faults list.
B. SAT-based ATPG
Classical ATPG algorithms work on a structural gate level
netlist and apply efficient implication procedures to generate
tests. In contrast to these structural ATPG algorithms, SATbased ATPG algorithms work on a Boolean formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). A CNF Φ is a conjunction of
clauses. A clause ω is a disjunction of literals, where a literal
is a Boolean variable in positive (x) or negative (x) form. A
CNF Φ is satisfied if all clauses in Φ are satisfied and a clause
ω is satisfied if at least one literal in ω is satisfied. A positive
literal is satisfied if the corresponding variable is assigned with
1 while a negative literal is satisfied with an assignment 0.
Due to the homogeneity of the Boolean formula, very
efficient implication strategies as well as effective conflictbased learning techniques can be applied and are incorporated
in modern SAT solvers, e.g. [16]. In order to apply robust
SAT solvers, the ATPG problem has to be formulated as a
SAT instance in CNF [17].
Each signal s in the circuit C is assigned a Boolean variable
xs which represents the state of the signal. Then, each gate g ∈
C is transformed into a set of clauses by using the characteristic
function of the gate type. Table I shows the CNF representation
for the basic gate types. The CNF ΦC for the complete circuit
is then composed by the conjunction of the clauses of all gates

TABLE I
CNF FOR BASIC GATES WITH OUTPUT c AND INPUTS a, b
Gate type
AND
NAND
OR
NOR

CNF
(c + a + b) · (c + a) · (c + b)
(c + a + b) · (c + a) · (c + b)
(c + a + b) · (c + a) · (c + b)
(c + a + b) · (c + a) · (c + b)
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In order to generate a test for fault f , the CNF of the circuit
ΦC has to be augmented by fault-specific constraints Φf . These
constraints include the fault site, a copy of the faulty output
cone and fault propagation conditions, e.g. a D-chain encoding
[17]. Note that not the complete circuit CNF has to be used
but only those parts which are able to structurally influence the
fault activation and propagation. This is illustrated in Figure 2
and in the following denoted by ΦfC .
Therefore, the complete CNF Φftest for test generation for
fault f is given by the following formula:
Φftest = ΦfC · Φf
The CNF Φftest is then given to a SAT solver which solves the
formula. If no solution exists, i.e. the formula is unsatisfiable,
the fault is untestable. Otherwise, the solver returns a solution
from which the test can be easily extracted.
III. SAT- BASED M ULTIPLE TARGET T EST G ENERATION
This section presents a new SAT formulation which guarantees to generate a test which detects multiple target faults if
such a test exists.1
In order to detect one fault f , two different conditions have
to be satisfied: fault activation and fault propagation (denoted
above together with Φf ). The fault activation condition affects
only the correct copy of the circuit. Here, a difference between
the correct and faulty circuit has to be invoked. This is simply
1 Note that only the single stuck-at and single transition fault model is
assumed, i.e. the test is guaranteed to detect these faults if they occur
independently from each other.

done by setting the value of the fault site of the correct
circuit to the opposite value of the fault’s value, i.e. 0 (1) for
detecting a stuck-at-1 (stuck-at-0) fault and denoted by Φfact .
The difference has then to be propagated to an observation
point. This is done by duplicating the output cone of the fault
site (Φffaulty ) and adding fault propagation conditions (Φfprop ).
The propagation conditions involve variables from the correct
part of the circuit as well as from the faulty part of the circuit
since they are responsible to establish a difference between
both parts.
When multiple faults f1 , . . . , fn are targeted, each fault fi
has to be activated and propagated to an observation point. A
conjunction of the SAT instances for all faults is not possible,
since different tests for each fault would be generated. In order
to ensure that one test is generated which detects f1 , . . . , fn ,
the correct copy of the circuit has to be shared for all faults.
This is necessary because the test is extracted from the correct
copy of the circuit. However, each fault has to be propagated
separately since the single stuck-at (transition) fault model is
assumed. Otherwise, the faults may possibly mask each other
as assumed in the multiple stuck-at (transition) fault model.
The correct shared copy of the circuit C for faults f1 , . . . , fn
including the fault activation conditions is composed as follows:
ΦfC1 ,...,fn = (ΦfC1 ∪ . . . ∪ ΦfCn ) · (Φfact1 ∪ . . . ∪ Φfactn )
The faulty circuitry is represented by the following formula.
Note that no parts of the CNF are shared between the faults
to ensure separate detection:
1 ,...,fn
1
n
Φffaulty
= Φffaulty
· . . . · Φffaulty

The fault propagation conditions are composed analogously as
follows:
n
1
1 ,...,fn
· . . . · Φfprop
= Φfprop
Φfprop
i
However, each clause set Φfprop
uses the variables from the
corresponding faulty output cone from fi and from the correct
1 ,...,fn
circuit C. Finally, the complete SAT instance Φftest
for
MTTG for multiple faults f1 , . . . , fn is as follows:
1 ,...,fn
1 ,...,fn
1 ,...,fn
· Φfprop
Φftest
= ΦfC1 ,...,fn · Φffaulty

This is illustrated in Figure 3 with an example for three
faults f1 , f2 , f3 . The shared correct circuit consists of the
faulty output cones of each fault (marked through dashed
triangles) and their transitive fanin cone. All faults have to be
activated simultaneously. Each faulty output cone is duplicated
and connected to the correct circuit at the border that the
correct signals of the side inputs can be fed into the faulty
output cone. Even when the output cones share parts of the
correct circuits, no parts are shared in the faulty circuitry.
Additionally, the propagation constraints are included.
The most important advantage of using SAT-based algorithms is the inherent application of its conflict-based learning
abilities. The robustness and the ability to solve hard problem
instances stem from this feature. Sharing the correct circuit
which is often the largest part of the SAT instance means
that all information learned in this part can be used for all
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faults and has not to be calculated for each fault separately
as typically done by structural approaches using multiple
path sensitization. By this, MTTG is significantly improved
compared to the earlier approaches.
IV. I NTEGRATION INTO DYNAMIC C OMPACTION
This section describes how SAT-based MTTG can be effectively integrated into the dynamic compaction flow in industrial practice. Targeting each fault combination is far too time
consuming to be used in practice. Furthermore, SAT-based
MTTG is more complex than classical dynamic compaction.
Often, a large number of faults have a good random testability.
There is no need to use MTTG for these kind of faults, since
it is likely that these faults can be efficiently compacted by
the classical dynamic compaction flow.
Therefore, a combination of the classical dynamic compaction flow (as described in Algorithm 1) and SAT-based
MTTG is proposed. The complete procedure is shown in
Algorithm 2. At first, the classical dynamic compaction flow is
started with the goal to prune a large number of faults which
are easy to detect with only few test patterns. The number
of additional targets detected by one test serves as a break
criterion for the classical flow. When this number falls below
a certain limit (denoted by N ), the classical flow is aborted
and the MTTG stage is started with the aim to compact the
remaining faults more intensively. This procedure is based on
the observation that classical dynamic compaction often needs
long run times to generate tests for the remaining faults and
a large part of the test set is used to detect only few faults.
In the MTTG stage, a set G of NUM faults is chosen
(denoted by MTTG fault list in the following). The faults in
G are treated in a similar way than the faults in the additional
target loop in the classical dynamic compaction flow. At first,
the primary target fault is taken out of G and added to the
internal MTTG fault set H. If the fault is redundant, it is
removed from the MTTG fault set. Otherwise, the fault is kept.
Then, the subsequent fault in the MTTG fault list G is added
to H and the MTTG is started for all faults in H. If all faults
in H can be tested by one test, the test is temporary stored
and the next fault is added to H. Note that the temporarily
stored test is not used as constraint. If no test can be found for

Algorithm 2 MTTG Dynamic Compaction Flow
TestSet T = ∅;
{Do Classical Dynamic Compaction until break criterion
N is reached.}
T = ClassicalDynamicCompaction(N );
FaultList F = AllUndetectedFaults(T );
while F 6= ∅ do
{Get a set of NUM not easy to detect faults which are
likely to be combined.}
FaultList G = GetPartialFaultList(F , NUM);
FaultSet H = ∅;
Test t1 ;
while G 6= ∅ do
Fault f = PopFault(G);
H = H ∪ f;
{Do MTTG for all faults ∈ H and temporarily save
the resulting test if exists}
Test t2 = DoMTTG(H);
if t2 == ∅ then
H = H \ f;
else
t1 = t2 ;
end if
end while
{Give the test calculated by MTTG as constraint to the
classical additional target loop}
t = DoAdditionalTargetLoop(F \ G, t1 );
T = T ∪ t1 ;
F = AllUndetectedFaults(T );
end while
return T

multiple faults, the fault which was added lastly is removed
from H and it is proceeded with adding the subsequent fault.
By this, the procedure collects all faults in the MTTG fault
list which can be detected by one test according to the given
fault ordering. Eventually, the last generated test is given to
the classical additional target loop as constraint. That means,
the test is treated as a generated primary target fault test and
the classical dynamic compaction procedure tries to leverage
all remaining unspecified bits in order to detect as many faults
as possible.
The effectiveness of this procedure depends strongly on the
compilation of the MTTG fault list G, since these are the
faults which are to be compacted intensively. In the current
version, the list G is composed using a sophisticated structural
heuristic, which has shown to be very effective.
The following example demonstrates the MTTG procedure:
Example 1: Given a list of undetected faults
F = f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 , f7 , f8 , f9 , f10
At first, a set of NUM = 5 faults is chosen and ordered in the
MTTG fault list G:
G = f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5

The first fault f1 is added to the fault set H and test generation
is started for f1 . Since f1 is testable (Test t1 ), the second fault
f2 is added to H and MTTG is used for both faults in H.
The resulting test t2 detecting both faults f1 , f2 is temporarily
stored. Then, f3 is added to H and MTTG is started for
f1 , f2 , f3 . It turned out that there is no test for all three faults.
Therefore, f3 is removed from H.
As a next step, f4 is added to H and a test is generated
for all faults included in H: f1 , f2 , f4 . The resulting test t3 is
stored. Fault f5 is then added to H (H = {f1 , f2 , f4 , f5 }) and
MTTG is started to generate a test for all faults in H. Since
this failed, i.e. the SAT instance is unsatisfiable, and all faults
in G were processed, test t3 is used as the final MTTG test
and given to the additional target loop. Assume that t3 can be
augmented to detect fault f7 and f8 using classical dynamic
compaction. The remaining fault list F is as follows:
F = f3 , f5 , f6 , f9 , f10
The fault list is then processed the same way as described
above until all faults are detected.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section presents the experimental results of the proposed approach. At first, the experimental setup is described
in Section V-A. Section V-B gives the concrete compaction
results.
A. Experimental Setup
The proposed approach was implemented in C++ and integrated into an industrial test environment The underlying
SAT solving engine is MiniSat v1.14 [16]. The experiments
were conducted on an AMD Athlon 64 with 4096 MB RAM
and a processor speed of 3000 MHz running GNU/Linux. The
approach was evaluated on ITC’99 benchmarks as well as on
large industrial circuits for the stuck-at as well as the transition
fault model using launch-on-capture. The name of the industrial circuit roughly denotes the size of the circuit, i.e. l2787k
contains about 2.7 million elements. The proposed approach is
compared to a highly competitive dynamic compaction flow
used in industrial practice. This flow was particularly optimized for producing very small test sets and uses additional
techniques such as reverse order fault simulation to reduce the
pattern count. Additionally, we provide experimental results
for the ITC’99 benchmark set obtained by the well-known
Atalanta ATPG-tool [18]. Note that the backtrack limit of
the Atalanta-tool has been adapted to achieve similar fault
coverages in comparison to the industrial flow.
As described above, the MTTG approach is integrated such
that, at first, the classical flow is used to prune a large number
of easy-to-detect faults. As a break condition for the classical
flow, we chose a number of additional targets N = 20. That
is, when the number of additional targets found by the ATPG
falls below the limit of N = 20, the MTTG stage is started.
As size of the MTTG fault list G, we chose the parameters,
NUM = 5, NUM = 10 and NUM = 50.

B. Compaction Results
Table II shows the experimental results for the stuck-at
fault model. The second and third column provide the results
achieved by the Atalanta tool. The industrial benchmarks were
not run on Atalanta since it does not support any tri-state
elements. Column DynComp shows the compaction results,
i.e. the number of tests, and the run times generated by the
classical dynamic compaction flow only.
Column MTTG stage shows the overall results after the
MTTG stage, as described in Section IV, in terms of run
time and test set size. In the columns NUM = X, the pattern
count of the corresponding configuration is shown while the
corresponding run time is given in column Time. Generally,
increasing the size of the MTTG fault list results also in a
longer run time since more SAT instances have to be built
and to be solved.
The results for NUM = 5 and for NUM = 10 show that
the approach is able to significantly reduce the pattern count
already with small MTTG fault lists, see for instance l49k
and l2787k, where traditional dynamic compaction does not
succeed to reduce the pattern count significantly. However, the
pattern count increases slightly for some circuits, e.g. l57k and
l565k. This is due to the heuristic nature of the fault selection
for the MTTG. It can also be observed that the benchmark
circuits behave differently than the industrial circuits. Here,
the proposed techniques do not seem to be effective and are
very time consuming.
Increasing the size of the MTTG fault list (NUM = 50)
solves the limitation. Here, the pattern count for all circuits
are reduced compared to the classical dynamic compaction
flow. Column %NUM = 50 shows the reduction of the test
set size compared to the classical flow in percent. For some
circuits, e.g. l57k and l565k, the reduction rate is rather small.
For these circuits, a significant increase of the parameter NUM
did not result in much better reduction rates. Therefore, we
believe that the test set size for these circuits is already close
to minimum.
The highest reduction rate can be achieved for the circuits
l88k and l2787k with only 70% and even 36% of the original
test set size of the industrial dynamic compaction. This shows
the tremendous impact on the test set size of the proposed
approach.
Table III further shows the impact on the test set size for the
transition fault model where the problem of the large pattern
count is much more serious. This can especially be seen by
the larger total pattern counts for this fault model. The run
time behavior for transition faults is generally similar to the
behavior for stuck-at faults and therefore not reported here.
The results show that the same high reduction rates can be
achieved for transition faults. The highest reduction rates are
achieved for the circuits l80k and l177k where the original test
set size is reduced to only approx. 69% and 37%, respectively.
In summary, the proposed approach proved its effectiveness
on large industrial circuits and is able to significantly reduce
the test set size for the stuck-at fault model as well as for the
transition fault model in comparison to an industrial ATPG

TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS - S TUCK -AT

Circuit
b14
b15
b17
b18
I49k
I57k
I80k
I88k
I177k
I456k
I462k
I565k
I2787k

Atalanta
Time
0:13m
3:06m
24:36m
1:08h
-

[18]
#Pat
1086
642
2514
9112
-

DynComp
Time
#Pat
0:57m
781
1:00m
467
6:53m
1104
1:04h
1159
5:19h
353
2:19m
457
2:55m
261
3:41m
767
6:40m
554
1:47h
1630
21:04m
750
29:11m
519
12:07h
3104

Time
2:00m
2:40m
13:26m
1:16h
14:05h
3:31m
3:26m
4:42m
19:28m
2:44h
27:04m
33:00m
12:20h

NUM = 5
757
466
1105
1162
272
459
238
600
543
1542
714
569
1590

TABLE III
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS - T RANSITION
Circuit DynComp
b14
1383
b15
1228
b17
2431
b18
2705
I57k
1762
I80k
544
I88k
7807
I99k
3981
I177k
2809

NUM = 5 NUM = 10 NUM = 50 % NUM = 50
1359
1346
1205
87.1
1174
1141
1000
81.4
2401
2346
2248
92.5
2576
2551
2445
90.4
1663
1616
1501
85.2
471
433
378
69.5
7904
7563
7158
92.0
3611
3613
3570
89.7
1291
1142
1059
37.7

flow which is tailored to generate highly compact test sets.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The test set size for the post-production test is an important
aspect for reducing test time and hence test costs in industrial
practice. Classical dynamic compaction techniques are fast
but use constrained test generation methods due to reasons
of complexity. As a result, multiple faults which could be be
tested with a single test may be missed which increases the
pattern count of the test set.
In this paper, we proposed a new SAT formulation to generate tests for multiple faults simultaneously. The robustness and
the learning features of SAT-based algorithms are leveraged
in order to prevent unnecessary computations and to boost
the efficiency of Multiple Target Test Generation (MTTG).
Techniques have been presented how the resulting MTTG
approach can be effectively integrated into a dynamic compaction flow as used in industrial practice. The experimental
results on large industrial circuits have shown the feasibility
of the approach and the tremendous impact on the test set
size. The test set size can be reduced by up to 63% in
comparison to sophisticated dynamic compaction techniques.
Future work is the development of sophisticated heuristics for
fault grouping to increase the effectiveness of the approach
and the integration of incremental SAT techniques for run time
reduction.
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